Mozilla Europe Community Tour
Let's introduce ourselves.
Goals
Spread the word about Mozilla
Bring people together
Motivate people to get involved in the project
Learn about communities, and get to know mozillians better
But also...

- Meet new people
- Discover more Europe, its countries, its people, its beers...
12 countries, thousands of kilometers...
Meeting Mozillians
Meeting non mozillians
Drinking beers
Visiting
Giving goodies
Adventure
What we liked

* Landscapes
* People
* Food, beer
* Adventure
* Learning (about ourselves, countries, people, new skills)
* Learning about Mozilla, mozillians and mozillians community
* Feeling welcomed
What we want to improve

* Organisation and time
* Talk (not prepared enough)
* Struggle for an internet connection
* More precise marketing goals
* The Firefox suite
What we want to improve II

* Trying to get some media coverage
* Involving other Open Source projects (Shtooka, OSM)
* Establish better contacts with all the people we meet (Business cards + note what they want to do for Mozilla, what they need from Mozilla)